1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Adolescent behavior is characterized by increases in sensation-seeking that can lead to maladaptive risk-taking, resulting in increased likelihood of death or serious injury ([@bib0140]). Thus, there is an impetus to understand the neurodevelopmental changes in the motivational system that may contribute to this behavioral profile. The striatum is of particular interest in this context because of its involvement in motivation and reward processing as well as learning, motor control, and cognition ([@bib0195], [@bib0290], [@bib0300], [@bib0415]).

Rodent and non-human primate models provide evidence indicating continued striatal synaptogenesis in early adolescence, peaks in dopamine receptor expression and dopamine projections from the striatum to prefrontal cortex, and synaptic pruning in late adolescence ([@bib0115], [@bib0235], [@bib0360], [@bib0395], [@bib0400]). This line of evidence has led to the hypothesis that similar neurophysiological changes are occurring in adolescent humans ([@bib0065], [@bib0390]). Initial functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have found compelling evidence suggesting peak sensitivity of the adolescent striatum to reward stimuli relative to adults and children ([@bib0150], [@bib0160], [@bib0165], [@bib0170], [@bib0265], [@bib0320]), though this finding has not been consistent ([@bib0045], [@bib0155]) and likely depends on the reward context investigated ([@bib0120]). For example, recent work has suggested that striatal reactivity to reward anticipation increases into adulthood while reactivity to reward receipt decreases ([@bib0215]). Currently there is a lack of in vivo measures with which to assess age-related differences in human striatal neurophysiology which limits our ability to understand neural mechanisms underlying differences in adolescent striatal function. Understanding the development of striatal neurophysiology is of particular significance given that abnormal striatal neurophysiology and function are implicated in a range of neuropsychological disorders that emerge during childhood and adolescence ([@bib0055], [@bib0075]). An improved understanding of normative neurophysiological maturation of the striatum can thus inform models of normal and abnormal adolescent behavior.

Tissue--iron concentration is predominant in the striatum ([@bib0185], [@bib0365]) and has been found to support dopamine D2 receptor and dopamine transporter (DAT) densities in studies of iron deficiency, ADHD, and restless leg syndrome, which are related to abnormalities in DA processing, ([@bib0005], [@bib0105], [@bib0145], [@bib0430]), as well as the function and regulation of dopamine neurons ([@bib0030], [@bib0230]). As such, differences in striatal tissue iron concentration, which can be measured using MRI, can potentially serve as an indicator of dopaminergic differences in adolescence. Tissue--iron is paramagnetic and thus strongly influences the T2\*-weighted MRI signal ([@bib0250], [@bib0255], [@bib0365]), which can be non-invasively collected in vivo throughout the lifespan ([@bib0020], [@bib0185], [@bib0425]). The influence of iron on the T2\* signal has been used to quantify iron in a variety of MR measures, including susceptibility weighted imaging (SWI) ([@bib0440]), R2\* ([@bib0190]), and R2′ ([@bib0375]). In this study, we make use of a large T2\*-weighted echo-planar imaging (EPI) dataset, most akin to SWI. Initial studies have used similar data in conjunction with multivariate pattern analysis to investigate the striatal processes underlying learning ([@bib0415]).

Here we use T2\*-weighted EPI (T2\*) to characterize age-related differences in the neurophysiology of the human adolescent striatum in vivo using a multivariate pattern analysis approach. Specifically we use spatial patterns of striatal T2\* to generate highly significant age predictions from both task-related and resting state T2\*-weighted EPI (fMRI) acquisitions, demonstrating the strong and robust relationship between this measure and development. Furthermore, we identify the ventral striatum, a central hub of dopamine reward pathways hypothesized to underlie adolescent risk-taking ([@bib0050], [@bib0065], [@bib0390]), as a critical component of adolescent striatal maturation. This work highlights the dynamic nature of normative adolescent striatal development, informing models of the maturation of motivational systems during adolescence.

2. Materials and methods {#sec0010}
========================

2.1. Sample {#sec0015}
-----------

One hundred and sixty adolescents and young adults participated in this study (ages 10--25, *M* = 16.56, *SD* = 3.62). Eighteen participants were excluded due to excess head movement (described below), yielding a final sample of 142 (ages 10--25, *M* = 16.41, *SD* = 3.71, 71 male). A subset of these were also included in a replication analysis using resting-state data (described below). All subjects had medical histories that revealed no neurological disease, brain injury, and no history of personal or first-degree relative with major psychiatric illness. All experimental procedures in this study complied with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (1964 Declaration of Helsinki) and the Institutional Review Board at the University of Pittsburgh. Participants were paid for their participation in the study. These data were initially collected for a project investigating reward processing and resting state functional connectivity and subsets of this dataset were included in previously published studies of resting state network development ([@bib0220]) and incentive processing ([@bib0335]).

2.2. Imaging procedure {#sec0020}
----------------------

Imaging data were collected using a 3.0 Tesla Trio (Siemens) scanner at the Magnetic Resonance Research Center (MRRC), Presbyterian University Hospital, Pittsburgh, PA. The acquisition parameters were: TR = 1.5 s; TE = 25 ms; flip angle = 70°; single shot; full *k*-space; 64 × 64 acquisition matrix with FOV = 20 cm × 20 cm. Twenty-nine 4 mm-thick axial slices with no gap were collected, aligned to the anterior and posterior commissure (AC--PC line), generating 3.125 mm × 3.125 mm × 4 mm voxels, which covered the entire cortex and most of the cerebellum. We collected four runs of 302 TRs during the antisaccade task (4 × 302 = 1208) and one run of 200 TRs during the resting-state scan. A three-dimensional volume magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo (MPRAGE) pulse sequence with 192 slices (1 mm slice thickness) was used to acquire the structural images in the sagittal plane.

T2\*-weighted data were collected as part of a separate study investigating reward processing. Briefly, subjects participated in a reward modulated antisaccade task, in which they were instructed to make saccades to the mirror locations of peripherally presented stimuli. At the start of each trial, subjects were presented with either a reward, loss, or neutral cue that indicated the possibility of reward dependent on performance. Performance was evaluated using eye-tracking and participants received auditory feedback for correct and incorrect trials.

2.3. Resting-state dataset {#sec0025}
--------------------------

One hundred subjects also participated in a resting state scan. Eleven were excluded due to motion artifacts and thus 89 subjects were included in this analysis (ages 10--25, *M* = 16.2, *SD* = 3.77; 43 male). We collected a 5 min (200 volumes) resting-state scan for each subject using the same scan parameters listed above. During the resting-state scan, participants were asked to close their eyes, relax, but not fall asleep.

2.4. Preprocessing of T2\*-weighted data {#sec0030}
----------------------------------------

All preprocessing was done using FMRIB Software Library (FSL; [@bib0380]) and the Analysis of Functional Neuro Images (AFNI) software package ([@bib0110]). Initial preprocessing steps are similar to those used in conventional fMRI. T2\*-weighted data was initially de-spiked and slice time corrected to account for sequential acquisition. To address motion, we used rotational and translational head motion estimates to calculate root mean square (RMS) movement measures, and participants with relative RMS greater than a stringent threshold of 0.3 mm for more than 15% of volumes in a run were excluded from further analysis. For the remaining subjects, we applied motion correction by aligning each volume in the time series to the volume obtained in the middle of the acquisition. Each participant\'s T2\*-weighted data was linearly registered to the MPRAGE using FSL\'s FLIRT utility and then the MPRAGE image was nonlinearly registered into MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) space using FSL\'s FNIRT utility. The concatenation of the linear registration from EPI to MPRAGE and the nonlinear registration from MPRAGE into MNI space was then applied to all EPI images for each participant. Volumes were high-pass filtered at .008 Hz. Data were not smoothed so as not to perturb voxel-wise patterns for the subsequent MVPA analysis. Smoothing can potentially bias the performance of linear support vector machines ([@bib0310]). Resting-state and task-related data were processed separately using identical procedures.

### 2.4.1. Normalization and averaging {#sec0035}

Commonly, T2\*-weighted EPI data are analyzed across time, quantifying small fluctuations in the T2\*-weighted signal related to the blood--oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) response. We wish to emphasize that in this study, we are not interested in these small BOLD fluctuations. Rather, we are interested in the properties of the T2\*-weighted signal which do not change with time and are reflective of persistent neurophysiological properties of brain tissue. Thus, the preprocessing stream diverges from that of conventional BOLD analysis at this point. Procedures for processing our T2\*-weighted images closely followed [@bib0415]. Each volume was first normalized to its own mean, and the normalized signal was then averaged, voxel-wise, across all four runs (1208 volumes) of the task acquisition. This process resulted in one normalized T2\*-weighted image for each participant. Resting-state data were analyzed separately and were averaged across all 200 volumes from the 5 min acquisition. The normalization step is necessary because the T2\*-weighted signal alone is sensitive to potential differences between MRI scans -- either within subjects across time or between subjects -- that can lead to shifts in T2\*-weighted signal intensity. Normalization thus allows for comparison of T2\* values across participants. Though T2\* signal could be calculated from a single volume, we averaged across volumes to enhance the signal to noise ratio.

2.5. Identification of striatal regions {#sec0040}
---------------------------------------

We anatomically identified the putamen, caudate, and nucleus accumbens according to brain atlases included in the AFNI software package. Region masks were made more conservative by removing any voxels likely to contain cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). CSF was parcellated using FSL\'s FAST segmentation, and voxels that had an average subject-wise probability greater than 0.15 of being CSF were removed from anatomically defined regions.

2.6. Univariate analysis {#sec0045}
------------------------

We first applied a traditional univariate analysis to assess mean level developmental differences in striatal T2\*. For each subject, we computed the spatial mean T2\*-weighted signal intensity across voxels within an anatomically defined region and analyzed the relationship between spatial means and chronological age. Specifically, we regressed age on mean T2\* values using simple regression and computed the Pearson correlation between the fitted values of age and the true ages of subjects within each region of interest.

2.7. Multivariate pattern analysis {#sec0050}
----------------------------------

It is well established that the striatum and its subregions (caudate, putamen) are not spatially homologous in function, connectivity, or neurobiology ([@bib0095], [@bib0280], [@bib0300], [@bib0345]). Further, the structural development of the striatum progresses in a spatially non-uniform fashion ([@bib0355]). Therefore, the development of underlying striatal neurophysiology, including tissue--iron concentration, is likely also non-uniform. Thus, we hypothesized that age-related differences in striatal T2\* would be better captured by a more sensitive, multivariate approach. To analyze the relationship between fine-grained patterns of T2\* intensity and age, we applied multivariate linear support vector machine regression (SVR) in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA) using LIBSVM ([@bib0080]). Support vector regression has become a popular analysis tool in neuroimaging studies due to its ability to handle high-dimensional datasets and generate accurate predictions ([@bib0305]). The multivariate approach allows for the assessment of changes in voxel-wise patterns of T2\* in the striatum that relate to age. Importantly, this analysis has advantages over conventional averaged region of interest univariate analyses in that it is sensitive to potential spatial heterogeneity of developmental T2\* trajectories across the striatum that are not captured by a mass spatial average. Of particular relevance to this study, SVR was previously used by [@bib0415] to predict learning success from spatial patterns of striatal T2\*, and by [@bib0130] to predict age from patterns of resting-state functional connectivity. Support vector machines have been described in detail from both a practical ([@bib0275], [@bib0340]) and detailed mathematical point of view ([@bib0060], [@bib0090], [@bib0410]), and will only be described briefly here.

Linear support vector regression is an extension of support vector classification that allows for the association of feature patterns with a real-valued variable, thus allowing for real-valued predictions. Samples (data points) with real-valued labels are represented in a high-dimensional space with dimensions equal to the amount of features of a variable of interest. SVR defines a regression line through the high-dimensional feature space that optimally models the functional relationship between the features of a variable, *x* (e.g. voxel-wise T2\* values in a region of interest), and the real-valued labels of a variable, *y* (e.g. the age of a subject). Samples are penalized in proportion to their distance from the regression line. We applied epsilon insensitive SVR which defines a tube around the regression line with width controlled by the parameter, epsilon, inside of which samples incur no penalty. The trade-off between the degree to which samples that fall outside the epsilon insensitive tube are penalized and the flatness of the regression line is controlled by the constant, *C*. As the value of *C* increases, the regression line is allowed to be less flat, which can increase the generalizability of the model.

We trained and validated our SVR model across subjects (one set of voxel-wise T2\* values and one age label per subject) using leave-one-subject-out (LOSO) cross-validation. LOSO is an iterative process in which one subject\'s data is used for validation while the other *n* − 1 subjects are used for training. An age prediction is generated for the left out sample based on voxel-wise T2\* values alone, and the process is repeated until every subject has been used for validation. This results in one age prediction for each subject, and the performance of the SVR model can be determined by the correlation between true subject ages and those predicted by the model. The parameter *C* was optimized for each fold of LOSO cross-validation using nested LOSO cross-validation. We used the default value of epsilon from the LIBSVM toolbox of 0.001. The SVR analysis was repeated for resting-state T2\* data. All *p*-values were confirmed via random permutation significance tests (1000 iterations). We chose LOSO rather than other methods of cross-validation in order to maximize the amount of training data used in each cross-validation iteration; though our sample size is large, the number of subjects in the sample was often less than the number of features included in the SVR model.

### 2.7.1. Partial volume correction {#sec0055}

To ensure that multivariate age predictions were not simply reflecting potential systematic differences in T2\* arising from partial volume effects, we used FSL\'s FAST tissue segmentation tool to create probability masks of white and gray matter from participants' T1-weighted images. We then regressed gray matter probabilities out of the T2\* measure across subjects for each voxel and repeated the SVR analysis using the corrected data. In addition to controlling for systematic differences in partial voluming, this process orthogonalized age-related differences in T2\* values with respect to potential differences in striatal volume and nonlinear spatial normalization.

### 2.7.2. Pattern characterization {#sec0060}

To characterize the spatial patterns of striatal T2\* and their trajectory with age, we estimated the developmental trajectory of T2\* by regressing age on T2\* signal using linear, quadratic, and inverse regression models for each striatal voxel used in the SVR analysis. To quantify the relative contribution of components (voxels) of the spatial patterns of T2\*, we computed the absolute value of the average feature weight for each striatal voxel used in the SVR analysis across all folds of LOSO cross-validation.

2.8. Searchlight analysis {#sec0065}
-------------------------

To explore the relationship between T2\* intensity and age beyond our a priori striatal regions, we performed a whole-brain searchlight analysis ([@bib0245]). To conduct the analysis, we defined a spherical template with a diameter of 5 voxels (81 voxels total), centered the template on each brain voxel in turn, and performed the SVR analysis described above on the 81 voxels in the template. Only voxels included in a conjunction brain mask were included in this analysis. The correlation between true and predicted age at each template location was stored at the center voxel. By repeating this process for each voxel, we obtained a whole-brain mask of correlations. The locations of voxel clusters were estimated using atlases included in AFNI.

3. Results {#sec0070}
==========

3.1. Univariate analysis {#sec0075}
------------------------

The spatial mean of T2\* across all voxels in the striatum was not significantly related to age (*r* = 0.02), with the model accounting for only 0.0004% of variance in the sample. When we segmented the striatum into the caudate, putamen, and nucleus accumbens and repeated the analysis, we found that the information carried in mean T2\* was sufficient to generate significant age predictions in the caudate (*r =* 0.286, *p* \< 0.001) and putamen (*r =* 0.182, *p* \< 0.05), and was particularly predictive in the nucleus accumbens (*r =* 0.506, *p* \< 10^−9^, [Fig. 1A](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}, white bars). However, functional and neurobiological subdivisions of the striatum exist at a finer scale than can be captured by spatial mean level analysis ([@bib0095], [@bib0280], [@bib0345]). Therefore, we hypothesized that developmental differences in striatal T2\* would be better captured using a more sensitive, multivariate approach.Fig. 1Correlations between true age and predicted age using T2\* from univariate and multivariate models in striatal ROIs. (A) Bar graphs comparing correlations between true and predicted age using three models: univariate analysis (white bars) and multivariate pattern analysis of both task (black bars) and rest (gray bars) data. Multivariate analysis yields significantly greater correlation than univariate analysis in the putamen, caudate, and whole striatum. There is no difference between task-related and resting-state results. (\**p* \< 0.05, \*\**p* \< 0.01, \*\*\**p* \< 0.001 permutation tests). (B) True vs. predicted age from the whole striatum using multivariate pattern analysis of T2\* in 142 adolescents and young adults. Predicted age accounts for 63% of the sample variance.

3.2. Multivariate pattern analysis {#sec0080}
----------------------------------

Multivariate patterns of T2\* signal produced highly significant age predictions in all striatal regions ([Fig. 1A](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}, black bars), indicating a strong relationship between this measure and adolescent development. The greatest correlation between predicted age and true participant age was observed in the whole striatum (combined caudate, putamen, and nucleus accumbens), where T2\* patterns accounted for 63% of variance in participant age (*r* = 0.79, *p* \< 10^−30^; permutation test: *p* \< 0.001, [Fig. 1B](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}).

Striatal gray matter volume varies with age over adolescence ([@bib0355], [@bib0385]). To ensure that multivariate age predictions were not reflecting systematic partial volume differences arising from changing striatal volume or artifacts of spatial normalization, we repeated the SVR analysis controlling for voxel-wise differences in gray-matter volume. We found no significant difference in model performance using volume controlled data (supplementary Fig. 1).

The T2\* signal reflects persistent neurophysiological tissue properties ([@bib0415]) and should be insensitive to task or context effects. Nevertheless, we replicated the analysis for subjects who had participated in a resting state study during the same scan session. We found no significant difference in our ability to predict age from patterns of T2\* using task-related and resting state data ([Fig. 1B](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}, gray bars). Furthermore, we computed the voxel-wise correlation between spatial patterns of resting state and task-related T2\* in the striatum for each participant and observed a median Pearson correlation of 0.97, indicating that patterns are consistent between task and rest. Thus, here forward we limit our focus to T2\* data collected during task, which is averaged over more volumes (1208 vs 200) and has a greater sample size (142 vs 89).

As we predicted, spatial patterns predicted age more accurately for nearly every striatal region of interest. The improvement was particularly striking in whole striatum where the amount of explained variance in participant age increased from close to 0% using spatial means to 63% using spatial patterns. This contrast strongly indicates that the striatum undergoes a complex pattern of neurophysiological development reflected throughout striatal voxels over adolescence. To better elucidate the nature this developmental pattern, we characterized developmental trajectories of T2\* across the striatum.

3.3. Pattern characterization {#sec0085}
-----------------------------

A key advantage of SVR is the ability to quantify the features that contribute to the multivariate predictor. To make use of this quantitative information, we extracted the feature weights assigned to each voxel from the SVR analysis. A feature weight can be thought of as an index of the importance of a feature (voxel) in generating the multivariate age prediction. To determine the components of the spatial pattern of striatal T2\* intensities that had the greatest relative contribution to the multivariate predictor, we quantified absolute feature weights to identify the striatal voxels with the greatest relative weight. A cluster of voxels in the ventral striatum, at the junction of the caudate, putamen, and nucleus accumbens were most influential, followed by a cluster in dorsal caudate ([Fig. 2A](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}). The ventral striatal cluster had a negative linear association with age (*R*^*2*^ = 0.361, *p* \< 10^−14^; [Fig. 2B](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} solid line), and the dorsal caudate cluster had an increasing inverse association with age (*R*^*2*^ = 0.078, *p* \< 0.001; [Fig. 2B](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} dashed line).Fig. 2Characterizing multivariate patterns of striatal maturation. (A) Quantification of absolute feature weights for all striatal voxels included in the multivariate SVR model. Higher weights indicate greater relative contributions to the multivariate predictor. The highest weighted voxels were clustered in the ventral striatum and dorsal caudate. (B) Average developmental T2\* trajectories and 95% confidence intervals for voxels from peak clusters in (B) plotted as a function of age. Panels C and D illustrate the maturational trajectories of individual voxels included in the multivariate SVR analysis. (C) Standardized beta estimates from voxel-wise simple linear regressions of age on T2\*. Maturational trajectories fell along a dorsal--ventral gradient, with voxel T2\* values generally increasing with age dorsally, to generally decreasing ventrally. This relationship is symmetric across hemispheres. (D) Striatal voxels from (C) color-coded according to best fitting model (linear: red/blue, inverse: orange/magenta, quadratic: green/yellow).

Though these clusters had the greatest relative weighting, it is important to keep in mind that the age prediction is a function of the multivariate relationship amongst all voxels included in the model. Therefore, we estimated the developmental trajectory of T2\* signal for each voxel used in the SVR analysis using simple linear, quadratic, and inverse regression models known to characterize developmental change during this period ([@bib0270]) in order to comprehensively visualize maturational patterns. The majority of voxels were linearly related with age, with a subset being best fit by quadratic and inverse relationships. To illustrate this distribution, we categorized voxels based on the best fitting model -- positive and negative linear, quadratic, and inverse relationships -- and overlaid them on a standard anatomical image, creating a developmental T2\* mask of the striatum ([Fig. 2D](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}).

Descriptively, developmental T2\* trajectories largely fell along a ventral to dorsal gradient, ranging from highly negative relationships in ventral portions of the striatum known to have predominantly limbic cortical connections to positive relationships in dorsal portions known to have predominantly executive and motor cortical connections ([@bib0010], [@bib0095]), that was symmetric across hemispheres ([Fig. 2C](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}; recall increased tissue iron concentration *decreases* the T2\* signal). Negative quadratic (inverted "U") and increasing inverse relationships were observed in dorsal portions of the putamen, caudate, and nucleus accumbens, with negative quadratic relationships (inverted "U" shaped) clustered more in the right hemisphere and increasing inverse relationships clustered more on the left. Negative quadratic relationships reached average maxima over adolescence at age 18.4 in the caudate and 17.4 in the putamen. Positive quadratic ("U" shaped) and decreasing inverse relationships were observed bilaterally in the ventral putamen, with decreasing inverse relationships occurring in rostroventral putamen and positive quadratic relationships occurring in the caudoventral putamen reaching minima at age 20. The observed heterogeneity in developmental trajectories across striatal voxels likely explains the greater performance of our multivariate model over the univariate model in capturing age-related differences.

3.4. Whole-brain analysis {#sec0090}
-------------------------

To investigate possible associations between spatial T2\* patterns and development across the brain and to confirm the specificity of striatal contributions, we performed an exploratory searchlight analysis ([@bib0245]). The searchlight revealed that age was predicted most significantly in the striatum and midbrain, including the red nucleus, substantia nigra, and other parts of the basal ganglia ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). Other regions that generated highly significant age predictions include perigenual anterior cingulate cortex, Brodmann Area 10, medial pre-frontal cortex, anterior superior frontal gyrus, insula, pre- and post-central gyrus, anterior thalamus, and the dentate nucleus of the cerebellum. Significant correlations were also observed in the corpus callosum and fronto-parietal white matter structures. Many of these regions (e.g. basal ganglia, midbrain, dentate nucleus, frontal white matter) are among the most iron-rich areas of the brain ([@bib0100], [@bib0135], [@bib0185], [@bib0180], [@bib0250]), and part of the mesolimbic/mesocortical and nigrostriatal dopamine pathways (e.g. midbrain, striatum, prefrontal cortex ([@bib0040], [@bib0195], [@bib0350]). The greatest correlations were observed at the juncture of the nucleus accumbens, ventromedial putamen, and ventromedial caudate (peak voxel: MNI −8, 5, −11), indicating that T2\* has a particularly strong relationship with adolescent development in this part of the brain, which is strongly associated with dopaminergic reward pathways and the limbic system ([@bib0160], [@bib0165], [@bib0295], [@bib0350]).Fig. 3Whole-brain searchlight results highlighting regions with strong associations between T2\* and adolescent development. Colors represent the correlation between true age and predicted age from the SVR searchlight analysis centered at that voxel. Only voxels with correlations between true and predicted age that are significant at *p* \< 0.001, Bonferroni corrected (i.e. 0.001/number of brain voxels) are displayed. The peak voxel is located in the ventral striatum (MNI coordinates: −8, 5, −11). mPFC: medial pre-frontal cortex, pgAC: perigenual anterior cingulate, CC: corpus callosum, sFG: superior frontal gyrus, CG: central gyrus, VS: ventral striatum (including nucleus accumbens), SN: substantia nigra, RN: red nucleus.

The T2\*-weighted signal, particularly when collected in-plane as in EPI, is susceptible to signal dropout due to susceptibility artifacts near the base of the brain (e.g. orbitofrontal cortex and inferotemporal cortex), thus raising the possibility that age-related differences in T2\* could arise from susceptibility artifacts in these brain areas. This should not have a large effect given that the gross morphometry of the brain is established by younger ages than our age group ([@bib0070]). Moreover, (1) our most significant age effects occur in brain areas that are known to be high in iron concentration (e.g. basal ganglia and midbrain) and inset from areas with pronounced signal dropout and (2) that brain areas most prone to susceptibility artifacts (e.g. oribitofrontal cortex and inferotemporal cortex; supplementary Fig. 2A and B) do not show significant age effects (supplementary Fig. 2C).

4. Discussion {#sec0095}
=============

The present study used spatial patterns of striatal task-related and resting-state normalized T2\*-weighted images to generate highly significant age predictions in a large cross-sectional sample of adolescents and young adults, providing in vivo evidence of neurophysiological development of the human striatum over adolescence. Spatial patterns of T2\* were predictive of adolescent age in the striatum as a whole as well as in striatal sub-regions, caudate, putamen, and nucleus accumbens from as little as five minutes of resting-state fMRI, demonstrating a strong association between T2\* and adolescent development throughout the striatum.

4.1. The T2\* signal {#sec0100}
--------------------

Critical for a full interpretation of these findings is an understanding of the neurophysiological components that contribute to the T2\* signal. T2\* is most strongly related to transverse (spin--spin) relaxation time, magnetic susceptibility of tissue, and magnetic field homogeneity. Thus, tissue--iron (non-heme) concentration and myelin concentration are the tissue types that contribute most strongly to the T2\* signal ([@bib0020], [@bib0125], [@bib0255], [@bib0365]). Both tissue--iron and myelin have long transverse relaxation times, thus causing a hypo-intense T2\* signal ([@bib0015], [@bib0085], [@bib0210]). However, myelin is diamagnetic and tissue--iron is paramagnetic, so tissue--iron has a greater contribution to T2\* (greater hypo-intensity) as a consequence of its magnetic susceptibility and effect on magnetic field inhomogeneity ([@bib0250], [@bib0365]). Therefore, though tissue--iron and myelin both contribute to T2\*, the signal should be most strongly influenced by tissue--iron concentration, particularly in the iron-rich striatum ([@bib0190], [@bib0250]). This notion is supported by the searchlight analysis ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}) that shows the strongest associations with T2\* and age occurring in iron-rich areas of the brain (basal ganglia, midbrain) rather than areas with less tissue--iron, e.g. cortex and posterior white matter tracts. Thus developmental differences in striatal neurophysiology as measured with T2\* appear to be primarily driven by developmental differences in tissue--iron concentration during adolescence.

It is important to note that although iron is also contained in hemoglobin, the contribution of heme-iron to T2\* is negligible compared to that of tissue--iron ([@bib0250], [@bib0420]). The contribution of hemoglobin to magnetic susceptibility only occurs in deoxy-hemoglobin and is greatest at low oxygen saturation ([@bib0330]), but the paramagnetism of tissue--iron is many times greater than even completely deoxygenated hemoglobin ([@bib0420]). This small effect of heme-iron is not expected to contribute to the developmental effects observed in this study as its influence on T2\* signal should not vary systematically with age in our sample. The vascular system is largely stable during adolescence, with pial vessel coverage and capillary formation ([@bib0205]) and total cerebral blood flow volume to the internal carotid artery (the primary blood supply to the striatum) being established by early childhood ([@bib0370]).

4.2. Tissue--iron and the brain {#sec0105}
-------------------------------

The sensitivity of T2\* to tissue--iron is particularly relevant in the context of adolescent development. Iron is transported across the blood--brain barrier via the protein transferrin and stored in cell bodies as ferritin ([@bib0020], [@bib0125], [@bib0135]). The basal ganglia and midbrain are the regions of the brain with the greatest ferritin concentration ([@bib0185], [@bib0365]). Cells with the greatest ferritin concentration are oligodendrocytes found in both white and gray matter ([@bib0185]). Ferritin can also be found in neurons, particularly those in the basal ganglia ([@bib0135], [@bib0315]). Within these cells iron contributes to a host of critical neurophysiological processes. In oligodendrocytes, iron is necessary for myelin synthesis and is required for ATP production necessary to sustain the high oxidative metabolism of these cells ([@bib0100], [@bib0315], [@bib0405]). In the basal ganglia, animal models of iron deficiency ([@bib0145]) and disease models of restless leg syndrome ([@bib0105]) and ADHD ([@bib0005]) indicate that tissue--iron is highly related to the dopamine system ([@bib0035]). In particular, striatal tissue--iron supports D2 receptor expression ([@bib0030], [@bib0230]), dopamine transmitter function ([@bib0005], [@bib0145], [@bib0430]), and dopamine neuron excitability ([@bib0230]). As the striatal dopamine system has been shown to develop during adolescence in animal models ([@bib0235], [@bib0360], [@bib0400]) and has been hypothesized to underlie characteristic behavior and brain function in the adolescent human ([@bib0065], [@bib0325], [@bib0390]), the T2\* signal has unique relevance to the study of adolescent striatal development. Furthermore, postmortem ([@bib0200]) and MRI ([@bib0020], [@bib0425]) studies exploring lifespan differences in tissue--iron have shown general increases in iron concentration in the striatum through middle age and suggest the rate of iron accumulation is greatest in the first two decades of life, indicating a decreased rate of change in accumulation following adolescence.

4.3. T2\* and the adolescent brain {#sec0110}
----------------------------------

The developmental trajectory of T2\* signal varied systematically across dorsal and ventral aspects of the striatum. Ventral portions of the striatum, which have predominantly limbic cortical connections ([@bib0095]), showed strong negative relationships with age while dorsal portions, which have predominantly executive and motor cortical connections showed weaker positive relationships with age suggesting that through adolescence and young adulthood limbic and executive striatal systems may have different relative neurophysiological contributions to behavior. Results are in agreement with findings indicating that the striatum has a spatially heterogeneous pattern of development, i.e. the striatal nuclei do not develop in a globally uniform way ([@bib0355]). The strong negative relationships in ventral striatum indicate consistent increases in tissue--iron concentration with inverse fits suggesting the rate of increase is greatest early in adolescence. Given the association of tissue--iron with both dopamine function and myelination, these increases may support the maturation and proliferation of the dopamine system and myelination of cortico-striatal connections observed in animal models of adolescent development (e.g. increasing dopamine projections to the primate prefrontal cortex; [@bib0360]), supporting the maturation of motivational circuitry.

The developmental trajectory of striatal T2\* is unique over adolescence in portions of the caudate and putamen. In these areas, voxel values of T2\* varied non-linearly with age, in some cases peaking over adolescence between ages 17 and 18. Of particular interest are positive quadratic relationships ("U" shaped) in the ventral putamen that indicate peak tissue--iron concentration in this region over adolescence, possibly relating peaks in dopamine D2 receptor expression observed in the rodent ([@bib0400]) and hypothesized to occur in the human ([@bib0065]). Overall, these nonlinear developmental trajectories suggest a period of striatal neurophysiological maturation that may contribute to observed peaks in sensation seeking and risk-taking behavior and striatal reward sensitivity during this stage of development ([@bib0320], [@bib0390]), while linear relationships may reflect continued motivational system development through young adulthood ([@bib0025], [@bib0215]). Given findings in animal models indicating adolescent peaks in dopamine receptor expression and human fMRI studies suggesting peak ventral striatal reactivity under certain incentive contexts, we were surprised to observe linear or inverse associations of T2\* with age in portions of striatum. It is possible that increases in adolescent BOLD response to reward may be sensitive to additional aspects of DA function to which tissue--iron is not directly related, such as DA release quantity or probability, which may have different developmental trajectories. The observed pattern of effects likely also reflects the indirect nature of the relationship between tissue--iron and dopamine receptor density and DAT function as well as its role in many other neurophysiological processes (e.g. myelination and ATP production) that do not decrease in adulthood. Speculatively, it may be that individual differences in T2\* and basal ganglia tissue--iron concentration relate to individual differences in indices of the structure and function of the dopamine system. Clearly, further research is needed to directly characterize this relationship, particularly in normative populations.

Quantitatively, the voxel-wise distribution of feature weights from the multivariate support vector regression indicate that neurophysiological maturation of the striatum is most strongly influenced by the continued maturation of the ventral striatum, including the nucleus accumbens and ventromedial portions of the caudate and putamen, into adulthood. During adolescence, the ventral striatum exhibits peak functional reactivity to reward stimuli under certain incentive contexts and is associated with risk-taking behavior during this period ([@bib0150], [@bib0160], [@bib0165], [@bib0170], [@bib0320]). Furthermore, this region is highly dopamine innervated and is a central component of the frontostriatal dopamine reward pathways ([@bib0240], [@bib0295], [@bib0350]) hypothesized to underlie sensation seeking and risk-taking behavior ([@bib0050], [@bib0390]). Speculatively, increases in tissue--iron concentration in this region may thus be mechanistically related to adolescent behavior and striatal reward reactivity through its association with dopamine receptor expression, transporter function, and excitability ([@bib0145], [@bib0230], [@bib0430]) and myelination ([@bib0100], [@bib0315], [@bib0405]) within cortico-ventral striatal pathways.

An exploratory whole-brain analysis revealed that the strongest associations between T2\* and age occur in ventromedial subcortical and midbrain regions known to be the most dopamine and iron-rich areas of the brain ([@bib0135], [@bib0185], [@bib0250]) with rates of iron accumulation fluctuating across the lifespan ([@bib0020], [@bib0190], [@bib0200]). In the cortex, significant associations were observed in frontal limbic areas that fall along the mesolimbic and mesocortical dopamine pathways as well as frontal executive and motor regions. It should be noted that the interpretation of precise neurophysiological properties underlying of the T2\* signal outside of the iron-rich striatum is somewhat less straightforward. For example, the degree to which cortical T2\* reflects tissue--iron concentration per se is less clear as myelination should have a larger relative contribution to the signal in areas that contain lower levels of tissue--iron (e.g. cortex, white matter). For this reason, it may be advisable for future researchers to focus T2\* analyses to brain areas known to have high concentrations of tissue--iron (e.g. the basal ganglia and midbrain). Nevertheless, this collection of cortical and subcortical brain regions are consistent with our striatal findings in that they are structurally and functionally connected within the dopamine system and have been shown to be sensitive to adolescent development ([@bib0065], [@bib0095], [@bib0160], [@bib0170], [@bib0175], [@bib0225], [@bib0260], [@bib0285], [@bib0385]). As such, these results provide evidence in support of the hypothesis that neurophysiological development of the frontostriatal dopamine circuit in humans occurs over adolescence ([@bib0065], [@bib0390]).

4.4. Limitations and future directions {#sec0115}
--------------------------------------

Our findings, along with those of [@bib0415], suggest that T2\*-weighted EPI data may be a useful tool for the investigation of striatal neurophysiology. An advantage of this method is that this measure can be derived from existing fMRI datasets, whether they be resting-state or task-related. As mentioned above, we recommend focusing future analyses on the basal ganglia and other brain areas known to have relatively high concentrations of tissue--iron as the interpretability of the neurophysiological mechanisms contributing to T2\* is greatest in these areas. Additionally, we recommend brain areas such as ventral orbitofrontal cortex and portions of inferotemporal cortex that are prone to susceptibility artifacts be avoided for T2\*-weighted EPI analyses. We wish to note that investigators interested in specifically quantifying tissue--iron concentrations could also apply quantitative MR sequences, such as R2′ or R2\*, that have been shown to be linearly related to tissue--iron content ([@bib0375], [@bib0435]) to assess this tissue property more precisely. An important direction for future work is to directly characterize the association between tissue--iron concentration in the basal ganglia and indices of dopamine system function in normative populations, expanding on work done in RLS, ADHD, and iron-deficient populations and leading to greater functional interpretability and significance of T2\* and related measures. Of course, an enhanced understanding of this relationship has powerful implications for human developmental studies in which more invasive imaging techniques capable of assessing the neurobiology of the dopamine system are not available. Finally, though this study was performed using a large cross-sectional dataset that covered a wide age-range, future work should employ a longitudinal design in order to better asses age-related *changes* in T2\*, per se.

5. Conclusion {#sec0120}
=============

Our results provide in vivo evidence of continued neurophysiological maturation of striatal regions throughout human adolescence. Our findings and the nature of the T2\* signal suggest that age related differences in striatal neurophysiology are most strongly influenced by differences in tissue--iron concentration ([@bib0015], [@bib0085], [@bib0210], [@bib0250], [@bib0365]). Given the contribution of this tissue property to brain function, including dopamine function, and the role of the striatum in learning, motivation, and reward processing, protracted maturation of the striatum as indexed by T2\* may strongly contribute to known developmental changes in behavior and brain function through adolescence.
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